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divided the seven United Provinces from the Southern
Netherlands were far too clearly cut to make any com-
promise conceivable. William, a man far more deeply
religious in heart than Elizabeth or Henry, was incapable
of the cynical imperiousness of the Tudor Queen, or of
the cynical humour of the jolly Bdarnais. He was
forced to make a choice between the Vatican and Geneva.
He chose Geneva as the creed of the toughest, truest-
hearted, more defensible section of the Netherland
peoples, albeit far the smaller, poorer, and more modest
section. He chose them, and he stuck to them; and
Ms choice has been ratified by their history from his
day to the day of Wilhelmina, the girl-queen.
It was in vain for him in writing, in speech, in act, to
labour for mutual toleration, Christian fellowship, and
national union,—things of which he alone in that age had
conceived the beauty and the force. " The difference/'
he kept on repeating in his large way, perhaps his
somewhat too philosophic way, " the difference is not enough
to hep you apart I" It was enough, and more than
enough. And in this matter his error, his noble error,
was this, that his serene vision of spiritual fellowship in
humanity-—a vision which was opened to him alone
amongst the men of thought and the men of action in
his age-—blinded him, more than a statesman should be
blinded, to the madness and theological bigotries in the
midst of which his work was cast. "With all his pro-
found insight, he did not quite understand that the
Netherlands formed not one nation, one religion, one
race, but two, and even more; and that differences in
these things go deeper clown than the most obvious
claims of safety, prosperity, and peace. But, battling in

